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CLARIN Related Research Projects 

u WAHSP, BILAND, Translantis, Asymenc (2010-2018) 
(newspaper archives, text/sentimentmining approach) 

u Time Capsule (2013-2018)
(heterogeneous data stores, linked data/RDF approach)

u DReAM [CLARIAH] (2016-2018)
(newspaper and broadcast archives, datamining approach)

u (Utrecht) Time Machine (2018-
(Towards open infrastructure for digital heritage)



WAHSP, BILAND, Translantis, Asymenc
(2010-2018) 

u Challenges with sustainability of project tools

u Challenges with IPR and digitisation approaches in an international 
context

u Challenges with stability and scalability due to underestimation of high 
performance computing for exploratory search and text mining of e.g. 
the Delpher corpus of digitised historical newspapers and journals 
(National Library of the Netherlands) or the Europeana newspaper 
repository



To what extent can current  Clarin
resources and infrastructure

help researchers overcome the  

u sustainability
u IPR and digitisation
u stability and scalability

uISSUES?



Time Capsule (2013-2018)

u Challenges with metadata standards and interoperability

u Challenges with scalability

u Challenges with visualization of geo-referencing data

u Challenges with sustainability

http://www.timecapsule.nu

http://www.timecapsule.nu/


To what extent can current  CLARIN 
resources and infrastructure

help researchers overcome the 

umetadata standards and interoperability

uISSUES?



Zooming in on DReAM

CLARIAH research pilot Debate 
Research Across Media

u In this pilot, heterogeneous datasets (of digitized print and 
audio-visual media) were made searchable with tools of 
the CLARIAH Media Suite, combining distant and close 
reading to do historical public debate analysis.

u Tools Collection Inspector, Search and Compare, 
(Comparitive search), Workspace (allowing analysis and 
annotation of the bookmarked results)



Collection Inspector
Search and Compare

Workspace



DReAM (2016-2018)

u Challenges with historical bias due to the infrastructure of 
the Media Suite

u Challenges with metadata differences

u Challenges with IPR



To what extent can current CLARIN 
resources and infrastructure

help researchers overcome the 

u Infrastructural methodological bias

uISSUES?



2. Time Machine Europe

HTTPS://WWW.TIMEMACHINE.EU/

https://www.timemachine.eu/


What is the Time Machine 
consortium?



• Internationally-acclaimed galleries, 
libraries, archives and museums

• European institution bodies
• Civil society and industry associations

Time Machine is 
formed by …

u 450+ consortium members from 32 countries
u 195 of Europe´s top academic and 

research institutions
u Private sector partners from SMEs to 

international companies: 
Ubisoft, Flixbus, ICONEM



Time Machine is …

u An international collaboration to bring 5000 
years of European history to life

u Digitising millions of historical documents, 
painting and monuments

u The largest computer simulation ever 
developed

u An open access, interactive resource



Time Machine will …

u Revolutionise education, culture, 
media, tourism, policymaking and 
legislation

u Give historical data new relevance

u Contextualise history through 
advanced AI

u Modernise the institutions that archive 
Europe´s history



Mass Digitization in a Moment?



Gaining meaningful knowledge from history?



Time Machine Roadmap

2/2018 9/2018 3/2019 3/202012/2016 2020

Submission of
preparatory phase
application

Submission of
preparatory phase
application

Start of preparatory 
phase to further
elaborate plannings

Submission of
main phase
Application
(subject of FP9 
negotiations)

Consultation 
by EC: 14 
Consortia 
named in 
three topic 
areas

Intended start of 
Large Scale 
Research Initiatives

Consortia 
formation /  
Hearings by 
EC

Time Machine 
at rank 1 out of 33 
consortia



How can we align 
Time Machine 

with existing language resources 
and infrastructure?



3. Building 
Utrecht Time Machine 
as a local time machine

HTTP://UTRECHTTIMEMACHINE.NL/

http://utrechttimemachine.nl/


Questions

u Technology push or serving public interests?

u What principles or values matter?



First step: What is our principles stack?

https://www.scuttlebutt.nz/principles/



What kinds of data should the 
network hold?

Primary Data
- Objects
- Texts
- Images
- Audio
- Video
- Etc.

Secondary Data
- Descriptions of 

primary data
- Date(s) and 

location(s) of 
creation

Tertiary Data
- Interpretations 

of primary / 
secondary 
data

How to handle fictional data of any kind?

In short: we need shared values and protocols 
(beyond Triple Stores)

Quaternary Data
- Crowd sourcing 

applications 
etc.

How to handle misinformation / contested information?

How to align data / encourage shared ontologies?



Who should have access to the 
knowledge base?

uRead
uEveryone

u Write

uTime Machine coordinators?

uNational and Regional 
Archives?

uAcademics generally?

uAll citizens?



How can/do Time Machines 
interoperate?

Ø What does the network structure look like?

Ø How do nodes communicate?



Classical Network Topologies

CENTRALISED FEDERATED DISTRIBUTED



What about the time machines?

CENTRALISED FEDERATED DISTRIBUTED

? ??



How is information distributed?

uLive querying across systems

u Indices replicated across machines

uContent replicated across machines 
(more redundancy; higher storage requirements)

uHow to deal with versioning?



How is the network expanded?

u Approval of an international council? [centralised]

u Approval of national or regional councils? [federated]

u No curation? [decentralised]

u Trusted web? [decentralised]



How is the network expanded?

Tenets:
- Nodes maintain their own truth
- Everyone can host a node
- Nodes added by connected 

partners are trusted by default, 
but can be blocked individually



How can we align with the CLARIN 
data architecture? 
centre repositories



CLARIN centres

u Distributed architecture: 
(http-accessible) files, web 
applications and web 
services spread all over Europe

u Nodes in the network: centres

u Tools and data from different CLARIN centres are interoperable, so 
that data collections can be combined and tools from different 
sources can be chained to perform complex operations to support 
researchers in their work. 



CLARIN in data types

u Newspaper archives
u Literary texts
u Social Media data
u Parliamentary records 
u Historical letters
u Oral History data
u Disciplinary libraries
u Institutional archival data
u Broadcast archives
u …
See also the info on the CLARIN Resource Families initiative: https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families

https://www.clarin.eu/resource-families


How can we learn/profit from the 
key strength of CLARIN 

Interoperability?

u exchange of metadata

u exchange formats for the output of analytic tools

u options for supporting comparative research 



Back to the local time machine

Pilot Living Pasts: Case study ‘De Neude’ 
A testing ground for the Utrecht Time Machine



Mural as 
an
RDF-graph
Simulation
platform

https://app.mural.co/t/livingpasts2920/m/livingpasts2920/1564396315903/51bb4bf552f2e922ae37a1ed6880d
bce37c2e3c0 

https://app.mural.co/t/livingpasts2920/m/livingpasts2920/1564396315903/51bb4bf552f2e922ae37a1ed6880dbce37c2e3c0
























Fin

The Challenge of aligning 
with CLARIN resources and 

infrastructure

Questions and comments are very welcome!



Thanks to all UTM Partners!!!

https://timemachine.eu/

http://utrechttimemachine.nl/

t.pieters@uu.nl

https://timemachine.eu/
http://utrechttimemachine.nl/
mailto:t.pieters@uu.nl

